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ABSTRACTS
Borders, Cultures, and the Crisis in
International Relations

“Our land is girt by sea”: Pirates and Sovereigns
on the Borders of Island Time

Dr Malini Sur, Western Sydney University

Associate Professor Bruce Buchan, Griffith University

This talk foregrounds the border-crosser in the study of
international order. In doing so, it rethinks the relationship
between cultures, civilizations and the contemporary crisis in
international relations. Even in the face of violence and the requestioning of globalization, borders remain permeable. Such
porosity is hardly generative of failed projects of international
order, nationalism and militarization; instead, it attests to how
border-crossers constantly recalibrate the territorial regulation
of their lives.

Australia’s national anthem conjures an islanded nation
bordered by ringing waters, sovereigned by seas. Since
the earliest days of colonisation, Australians have dreamt of
islands as places of sovereign resort. Till its circumnavigation
in 1801, our Governors marooned their sovereignty across
further seas on Norfolk Island and Van Diemen’s Land,
imagining them little domains of unbordered confinement,
punishment, and genocide. Australians still dream colonially
of off-shored sovereignty, on Manus or Nauru, in island
compounds ringed by razor wire, or in Caribbean seclusion,
where idle billions resort like any pirate’s loot. Sundered
on borderless seas, sovereigns and pirates are island-like,
unmoored from bordered restraint. Borders are geographical
aspirations, lines of spatial definition and demarcation;
cartographic fabrications to which nations resort in quest
of territory. On islands, the border is an indistinct horizon, a
trompe l’oeil surveilled but unseen; a mirage in which sea
and sky dissolve and merge. By excavating islands from the
intellectual history of colonisation and piracy, I argue in this
paper that our border is a chronotope where time and space
do not just interconnect but arc toward perpetual horizons. On
our island the border is a continuum drifting ever onward as a
tide, and we islanded amid its flow, marooned, pirate-like, are
merely fugitives “girt by sea.”

Collaborating, experimenting, creating: rethinking
migration governance for climate change
Dr Samid Suliman, Griffith University
Mass migrations due to climate change appear to be
ungovernable. This is because contemporary means
and modes of migration governance owe too much to
a statist and static epistemology that can only perceive
movement as either aberrant or abhorrent. Rather than
moving towards finding peaceful and humane solutions
to the pending climate migration crisis, key migration
governance institutions will continue to fail in their mission
because they deny the possibility for generating new
ways of living transversally and kinetically. Not only must
different institutions loosen their attachments to the hulk of
methodological nationalism, but the many and diverse ways
of seeing, sensing and knowing the world in movement
(and from movement) also need to be placed at the heart of
migration governance. Considering the Oceania region as
a space of relation, connection and movement (along with
Epeli Hau’ofa and Katerina Teaiwa), this paper argues that
regional migration governance must become experimental,
creative and collaborative. Here I advocate an approach that
acknowledges that the fluid regional context, and the place
of moving bodies within a transforming political ecology,
can be apprehended when the analytical space between
aesthetics, discourse and political action is collapsed. I am
guided here by the criticism of Nikos Papastergiadis, whose
syncretic approach to the politics – and aesthetics – of
migration and mobility in the global present offers a powerful
corrective to state-centric and kinetophobic worldviews.
Such an approach will allow for developing new knowledge
of the ways in which the region – as a site of politics and
a space of connection – is being re-b/ordered through
movement, and how Oceania can be reconstituted as a
space of secure mobility in the Anthropocene.

Border politics and anti-colonial worlds
Associate Professor Anne McNevin, The New School
In this paper I juxtapose two seemingly disparate theatres
of border politics: first, what are sometimes called the “other
internationalisms” envisaged as part of twentieth century
anti-colonial struggles, and second, the zonal and exceptional
domains enacted as part of contemporary border policing.
In neither case do the borders in play map neatly on to the
space and time of standard geopolitical maps or international
society. By showing what these theatres have in common, I
unsettle claims to real-world politics that rationalize border
policing while making anti-colonial worlds seem hopelessly
utopian. I try to show how a different kind of border politics
might proceed on the basis of entanglements in the world as
it is, but not as it is spoken about in border policing rhetoric,
which itself, from this perspective, begins to seem closer
to fiction than fact. In a third move, I critically engage the
proposition that contemporary migration from the global south
to the global north might be seen as a form of reparation for
colonial injustices. Rather than making the case for such a

claim, I show how it risks reinforcing some of the assumptions
of space and time that anti-colonial struggles have at other
moments attempted to transcend. Drawing on an archive of
anti-colonial worlds from the twentieth century I argue for a
wider field of worldmaking possibilities.

Normalizing the Exception: Australian asylum
policy as Border Security
Associate Professor Matt McDonald & Michele Keogh,
University of Queensland
In 2001, the interception of the MV Tampa carrying over 430
asylum-seekers en route to Christmas Island seemed to mark
a major shift in Australian asylum policy. Of course restrictive
(even punitive) approaches to asylum-seekers arriving by boat
had been introduced prior to this point, and by some accounts
the project of Australian nationalism was founded on fear- and
securitization- of foreigners arriving by boat (see Burke 2001).
But the 2001 military interception, following by the excision
of islands (then the mainland) from Australia’s migration zone
and the introduction of the Pacific solution and temporary
protection visas seemed to constitute an exceptional response
to a perceived threat to Australia’s sovereignty and territorial
integrity. This paper suggests that this ‘exceptionalism’
has been normalised, sustained and institutionalised in
Australian policy towards irregular boat arrivals since, with
our asylum obligations ultimately viewed through the lens
of border security and the imperative of deterrence. Briefly
mapping debates in the lead up to subsequent elections, and
examining the institutional framework of Australia’s approach
since 2001, this paper argues that the discourse of border
security has come to condition the way we think about and
address the irregular arrival of those seeking asylum.

Social death and bordering practices in
the liminal state
Dr Sal Clark, Swinburne University of Technology
Drawing on post-positivist approaches, sociological inquiry
allows for greater consideration of the lived experiences of
borders and bordering practices in everyday life to emerge.
By centring human narratives over traditional state-centric
accounts of borders, Sociology can radically reorientate our
political understanding of borders in modern times. As borders
become increasingly ephemeral, technologically-mediated
and uncoupled from traditional geographical realities, how
borders are experienced by individuals becomes increasingly
dependent on identity. Social stratifiers such as ‘race’, gender,
class, religious affiliation and ability are increasingly central

to mobility and immobility, dictating how, and under what
conditions, bordering practices are encountered. Drawing on
Indonesia as a case study, the following article examines the
lived experiences of afghan asylum seekers as they navigate
the international protection system and search for asylum.
What is most prominently revealed through this analysis is the
slow process of ‘social death’ that occurs in this transit country,
due to a coalescence of formal and informal bordering
practices that stripe individuals of their rights and personhood,
as the liminal state takes on a degree of permanency due to
their inescapable immobility and lack of alternatives.

Border Studies and Theorisation of Difference:
Thinking through Postcolonial Perspectives
Dr Hamza bin Jehangir, University of Melbourne
This paper brings together scholarship in border studies and
postcolonial theory to argue for a deeper engagement on the
colonial history and politics of bordering practices. It argues
that a postcolonial view of bordering practices as enmeshed
in relations of coloniality of power can be instructive for border
studies scholars to understand how postcolonial subjectivities
are constructed, refashioned and classified through recurring
bordering practices. This particular view of bordering practices
problematises essentialised conceptions of statehood,
sovereignty, and national identity via bringing into view
historical processes through which particular religious and
national identities are constructed and made legible. This
paper explores the movement for Pakistan in colonial India
to highlight how discourses of religious and national identity
were constructed amongst Muslims in colonial India and
cartographically mapped onto territorial spaces in early 20th
century. It highlights how Muslim intellectuals participated
in colonial discourse and knowledge production to make
the case for Pakistan by drawing on an idealised historical
narrative of Muslim identity in India grounded in demarcation
of religious and cultural differences between Hindus and
Muslims. These moves to demarcate distinct national and
religious identities can be understood as bordering practices
which are central to production of difference, sovereignty, and
statehood in postcolonial South Asia. The paper concludes
by highlighting how postcolonial approaches can push
border studies to not just engage with the ‘how’ of bordering
practices but also provide an analytical vantage point to take
seriously the ideas, imaginaries, desires which underpin state
formation and the normative consequences this entails for
efforts to decolonise border studies.

Humanitarian Borders: Unequal Mobility
and Saving Lives
Dr Polly Pallister-Wilkins, University of Amsterdam

Bordering Australia’s biosecurity?
The Limitations of bordering practices
Associate Professor Christine Agius,
Swinburne University and Dr Stefanie Fishel, University of the
Sunshine Coast
In March 2020, under the Biosecurity Act (2015) an emergency
was declared in Australia in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, granting the Minister for Health significantly
enhanced and extended powers to control or prevent the
spread of the disease in Australia and beyond its borders.
While the emergency powers have restricted the movement
of people and goods, the bordering practices of the Australian
state have drawn associations with the idea of the fortress
state and one that has a longer legacy of incarceration and
militarised bordering practices. Australia, like other states,
has adopted a binary type of bordering practice where lock
downs are equated with security and demands to ‘open up’
are associated with freedom and liberty. Nearly two years into
the pandemic, it is safe to say that this framing of security has
at least partially failed. To show evidence for this, we critique
these bordering practices by exploring the actancy of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus and how it crosses borders and affects
bodies and politics. Additionally, it is critical to analyse how
state bordering practices distract from the wider processes
that have underpinned our understanding of, and responses
to, securing the body politic. We argue that this crisis, rather
than entrenching a world of autonomous rational security
maximizing agents, could provoke reimagining more ethical
and compassionate approaches to confronting security
issues. Can we see an emerging politics beyond these binary
bordering practices of the visible or invisible? Do these
distinctions still serve us?

Australia’s Island Heterotopias
Dr. Umut Ozguc, Deakin University
This paper examines the role of islands in Australia’s border
imaginary. It traces the historical origins of Australia’s
contemporary detention islands and shows the continuities
between the asylum and indigenous questions in relation to
imagination and production of Australia. The paper argues that
the contemporary operation of Australia’s borders on isolated

islands is one of the recurring apparatuses of the historical
formations that have sought to protect the island-continent of
Australia from the perceived dangers of living with the others
constructed as ‘backward’, ‘uncivilised’ or ‘security threat’.
Since the British settlement, a particular island imagery has
occupied a prominent place in the constitution of Australia’s
colonial borders. In Australian geo-imaginary, islands have
always been regarded as fortresses. They have been used
as bordering technologies protecting the mainland from
perceived threats. Islands have been utilised as colonising
machines, military machines, machines of capitalism and
machines of resistance since the first days of Captain Cook’s
assertion of sovereignty over the whole eastern coast of
New Holland and the declaration of Australia as terra nullius.
A closer look at the long-forgotten history of these islands
suggests that they acted as powerful colonial structures
which sought to construct the Australian self as Anglo and
white. Borders of these islands, however, were not static: they
were not simply apparatuses of repression, colonisation and
oppression. Resistance movements were always immanent in
the colonised space of islands. And it was the entanglement
of these seemingly conflicting movements which transformed
Australia’s islands into heterotopias.

Australia’s state border closures under COVID-19:
materialities and futures
Dr Andrew Burridge, Macquarie University
In May 2020, former Minister for Home Affairs Peter Dutton,
the person tasked with overseeing the country’s national
borders, stated in response to the ongoing closure of the
NSW-Queensland state border due to COVID-19 that citizens
should question the constitutionality of such measures.
However, it is not only these states, or cross-border urban
communities that straddle the line, that have been impacted.
Every state and territory have now experienced some form of
border ‘closure’ or restriction since Tasmania first declared a
state of emergency on 18 March 2020.
The outbreak of COVID-19 and the subsequent travel
restrictions imposed therefore provides an important
moment in which to reflect upon the role of state borders
within Australia. State borders have rarely been considered
by border studies scholars since initial boundary surveys
demarcated each state and territory prior to, and immediately
after federation. Within this presentation, I consider not only
the current swathe of border restrictions that have been
implemented across Australia since March 2020 - the first
substantive closures since the 1919 influenza pandemic - but
also consider the likely role of Australia’s state borders, and
their materialities, into the future.

Mortal borders: Temporality and the dead
in the reproduction of bounded communities
in Timor-Leste
Associate Professor Damian Grenfell, RMIT University
It is difficult to underestimate the significance of the dead
to the still living in Timor-Leste. Maintaining the good-will of
deceased ancestors—both those who have died recently
and those of many generations ago—is necessary in order
to avoid illness, poor fortune or even death at the hand of
vengeful spirits. The processes of venerating the dead,
central to creating conditions of peace and security for the
still living, act as a creative force in boundary-making in what
is described in this paper a form of cognate community.
These forms of community do not however produce borders
that equate with those typical of late modernity, of rigid and
tightly controlled forms of spatialization. Rather, cognate
communities that encompass both the living and the dead
correlate more loosely in spatial terms to sites of origin while
reproducing boundaries through particular forms of temporal
integration carried through embodiment. This paper will argue
that these cognate forms of boundary making sit in roughly
hewn connection with the formation of the new nation and
modern processes of bordering. Sometimes these forms
of community and their different patterns of border making
appear compressed in mutually reinforcing ways, while at
other times a resurgence in custom may be thought of as a
creative response to the homogenisation associated with
nation formation.

Feeling at home with Australia’s Pacific family:
Migration, Ontological security, and the Political
Psychology of Australia’s bordering practices
Professor Joanne Wallis, University of Adelaide
Since 2018 Australian leaders have described Australia and
Pacific Island states being ‘connected as members of a Pacific
family’ and the Pacific Islands as Australia’s ‘home’, about
which Australians feel a sense of ‘respect, love, commitment’
(Morrison 2018). Accordingly, Australia has embarked on an
extensive ‘step-up’ to improve its relationships in the region.
Yet simultaneously, Australia’s bordering practices make it
difficult for most Pacific Islanders to travel to Australia, beyond
heavily regulated schemes that allow some much-needed
labour mobility. That is, our Pacific family cannot visit their
Australian ‘home’. To understand this contradiction, this article
applies the concept of ontological security, which holds that
‘a psychological need for home is central… to subjectivity’
(Mitzen, 2018) as home ‘constitutes identities’ (Blunt and

Dowling 2006). It also seeks to challenge analyses of ‘home’
as a source of ‘familiarity and comfort’ that people ‘move
towards for ontological security’ (Taylor, 2013).

Pacific Islands and their ‘Unwanted’: how bordering
is expressed throughout the deportation and
reintegration process.
Henrietta McNeil
If we pursue Sassen’s (1996:66) assessment that migration “is
an arena for both deploying ideas and pursuing the day-to-day
implementation and practise of policy”, then we can conceive
that migration policy is the way in which a state can express its
identity through inclusion or exclusion of the ‘other’. Bordering,
ordering and othering practises are often operationalised
through criminal deportation, where states can define their
identity through who they exclude and what they perceive as a
‘threat’. Those who are deported are banished from sight – to
another state, after which they are not thought about again by
the state they called home for many years. In the Pacific, that
state is an island – often considered peripheral or marginal to
the deporting state. As Bonnett (2020:11) put simply, “islands
are often used as dumping grounds for the unwanted”. It is the
islands and the unwanted that I seek to understand. I propose
that on a deportees’ return to their ‘home’ state they remain
perceived as a ‘threat’ and are re-bordered, -ordered, and
-othered. This occurs through reintegration legislation and
policy, as well as social approaches which continue to exclude
returnees. This is particularly experienced by returnees to
Pacific states, who have often been living in their deporting
state since they were children, and face linguistic and
cultural barriers on their return. This paper will explore how
bordering occurs on both sides of the criminal deportation and
reintegration process, with a focus on deportations to Pacific
Island states.

Behaviour in the borderlands: the production and
regulation of sexual exploitation and abuse by
interveners in peace and humanitarian operations
Dr Jasmine-Kim Westendorf, La Trobe University
In the past 15 years, despite the adoption of the SecretaryGeneral’s Bulletin on Zero Tolerance of sexual exploitation
and abuse (SEA) by peacekeepers and the development of
a swathe of other policies by humanitarian organisations,
abuse by interveners remains prevalent in peace and
humanitarian operations. It is perpetrated not only
perpetrated by uniformed peacekeepers, but also by civilian
peacekeepers, aid workers, diplomats, private contractors

and others associated with interventions, with serious and
long-lasting effects for the communities and countries into
which interveners have been deployed. These abuses
are perpetrated in contexts of existing vulnerability where
economies and cultures of abuse and exploitation arise in
response to the deployment of large numbers of international
personnel. Moreover, they occur in contexts where both
perpetrators and victims often sit between or outside of
legal frameworks and jurisdictions, which makes it nearly
impossible to hold perpetrators accountable, even where
those same individuals have been deployed in order to
support the establishment of rule of law, governance and
justice institutions, and the protection of human rights. This
paper investigates the factors that give rise to the perpetration
of sexual exploitation and abuse by interveners in peace
and humanitarian operations, and the challenges to effective
accountability mechanisms, most of which stem from the
peculiarities of international interventions into zones of
conflict and crisis.

The Borders of Peace: Security Zones, Colour
Codes and Everyday Life
Dr Nicolas Lemay-Hébert, Australian National University
This paper aims to research the everyday ramifications of
security mapping by the United Nations in the context of its
peace operations. Many peace missions use security maps
to define which areas are accessible to UN officials, and
which are off-bounds. These zones acquire specific colours
to denote specific risks or particularities of the areas. Colourcoding has been used – and is still used – in many different
UN interventions, including in Afghanistan and Iraq (‘green
zones’); in Somalia (‘white zone’ seen as a secure zone for
the government and the international community); in South
Sudan and Kenya (‘blue zones’ as a location approved by UN
security authorities for staff to reside); or in CAR and the DRC
(‘red zones’ or areas or unrest). It is not clear which peace
mission first used colour codes in their security mapping
practices, and how knowledge from one mission can translate
to other missions. The ramifications of security mapping for
local population hosting peace missions – how it structures
their everyday life – is also a topic that has not been explored
at length. The analysis of these phenomena will be the main
objective of this paper. The paper will answer two specific
sets of research questions: 1) What logic of securitization
does security mapping serve? How is the specific process of
mapping conducted by the UN? Which security information/
threat is privileged, and why? How is the UN managing new
security information, and changing its mapping practices in
light of changing local security environments? How mapping is

influencing the culture of the organization?; that is how the UN
using maps in security training for its own personnel? 2) How
do security maps impact and shape statebuilding processes
on the ground? How do local actors in host countries of
peace missions perceive and react to these maps? How are
the security maps contributing to shape local gentrification
processes, and to what extent are they embedded in
processes of social segregation which are common
occurrence in the Global South (and beyond)?

Documenting transient urban borders
Dr Ari Jerrems, Monash University
Much critical scholarship on borders draws attention to the
militarized patrolling of national boundaries and punitive
asylum policies. In contrast, less attention tends to be given
to practices occurring away from the conventional boundaries
of the nation-state. As such, the key insight that contemporary
borders are ‘dispersed a little everywhere’ (Balibar 2002, 71)
is not always taken up. Much everyday bordering occurs in
urban spaces. These practices may involve decisions that
distinguish an inside from an outside but also the regulation
of flows. Such bordering may go unnoticed for some whilst
severely curtailing the mobility and possibilities of others.
This paper analyses diverse efforts to document and make
urban borders visible in Madrid, Spain. It focuses on three
main forms of documentation: activist research, photography
and documentary film. Through these efforts, a living archive
of urban borders is formed that focuses our attention on the
violent and mundane ways the international is constituted,
contested and reconfigured in urban space. Rather than home
to global or traditional social forms, the urban becomes an
archive of emergent practices through which the international
and the urban are mutually constituted.

Colour-coded borders and the aesthetics
of risky mobilities
Dr Kaya Barry, Aalborg University & Griffith University
International mobility has been reorganised according to
perceived risk, or acceptable levels of the coronavirus and
vaccination in nation-states and geographic regions. ‘Traffic
light’ systems facilitate a spectrum from ‘good’ (green) to ‘bad’
(red) handing of the pandemic that serves to universalise risky
travellers. But these kinds of colourful aesthetics have been
long embedded in border controls, travel cultures, and even
everyday forms of mobility. In the current adaptation, these
colour-coded border systems, in tandem with growing vaccine
inequity, are producing new hierarchies of international
mobility. Consequently, these colour-coded borders urge

travellers to place themselves in categories of surveillance
as they reflect on their travel histories, future intentions,
visa status, and whether they are healthy and deserving
mobile bodies.
In this paper I explore recent examples of nation-state
‘traffic light’ systems and similar coloured-coding controls,
as well as my own privileged experiences of travelling
across international borders during the pandemic. Drawing
on literature from mobilities and wayfinding designs that
orchestrate acceptable movements in public areas, I connect
these systems of colour and aesthetics to emerging critique
on recent, hyper-visible biosecurity practices. I suggest
that, like any material infrastructures at the border, these
visual palettes of are not neutral, but serve to reinforce
broader geopolitical assumptions about the rights to
international mobility.

Beyond renationalisation
Professor Brett Neilson, Western Sydney University
Even before the border closures and restrictions
associated with the pandemic, the notion that a process
of renationalisation was beginning to reverse dynamics
of globalisation was taking grip. Associated with political
populism, trade wars, anti-migration politics, and the
persistence of realism in international relations, the
COVID-driven association of global connectedness with
viral transmission seems only to have strengthened this
perspective. This paper revisits the conceptual history of
renationalisation to locate it in relation to processes of
denationalisation and to question its utility for understanding
changing border politics in the Indo-Pacific region. I suggest
the narrative of a “new Cold War” associated with claims for
renationalisation fails to capture the world making capacity
of borders and their always tense relation with expanding
frontiers of capital. Empirical focus will be on the persistence
of migration struggles and proliferation of internal borders
during the pandemic as well as the historical resonances that
link current border struggles in the Indo-Pacific to the archives
of colonial resistance.

